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Book and its specially
made book box. This
synthetic-felt box of many
colors was made by
Elizabeth McKee to use
for step-by-step instructional photography and
to encase her copy of The
Keyboard of Colors. The
book was created by Joan
Machinchick in 2018 in
an edition of 10. Its title
references an entry in
Paul Klee’s diaries. The
book’s dimensions are
10¼" x 67⁄8" x 5⁄16". The
felt book box measures
11" x 7½" x 1¼".
“How to Make a Felt Box
for a Book,” page 24.
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Words of Wisdom. Angela Batchelor. Accordion-fold book. Blind embossing, thread, stamps, stencils, cut-outs, watercolor, on Rives BFK paper. 4" x 6" closed,
4" x 52" open. “The inspiration for this piece is a quote by Benjamin Franklin from Poor Richard’s Almanack. We’ve become a culture of speakers, but not
of listeners, often at the expense of our fellow human beings. Despite the advantages of technology, there seems to be a lack of wisdom about knowing what
to say, when to say it, or whether to even say it at all.”

As the culmination of
and committee
a year of celebrating
members Ellen
its fiftieth anniverWhite and Amy
sary, the Portland
Bennett organized
Society for Calligrathis public showphy has organized
ing of letter art,
an exhibition of
assisted by
members’ works.
other members
The exhibiof the society.
tion’s title
Carol DuBosch
and theme
designed the
is Life:Lines. Members
exhibition logo.
Portland Society for Calligraphy 50th Anniversary Exhibit
decided what Life:Lines meant
Only a small
individually to each of them, combining their calligraphy and selection of the calligraphic artworks of the exhibition are
lettering with words and ideas that have had great influence
presented here. More works will be displayed in the next
on their lives. The results range from poignant to humorous
issue of Bound & Lettered.
and include broadsides and books and even a cloak for an
Originally called the Western American Branch of the
antique teddy bear.
Society for Italic Handwriting, the society was founded by
The exhibition of sixty pieces by forty-three calligraphers
Lloyd J. Reynolds and a group of his students in 1969. It is
is being held in Portland, Oregon, in the Collins Gallery
the oldest calligraphy guild in the United States. The society
of the central branch of the Multnomah County Library
holds monthly educational meetings and makes numerous
through January 4, 2020. Exhibit chair JoAnn Pari-Mueller
workshops and classes available to its members.

Straight Line. Katie Keller. Ruling pen, Mitchell nib, Higgins black ink, and red sumi ink, on Arches paper. Lettering area 5" x 23". “This axiom of
Archimedes (b. 287 BC), ‘The shortest distance between two points is a straight line,’ is written twice – one is in a straight line, the other is a jumble of
quickly written letters. Both of these poured out of me, and I laughed out loud when I put on the final stroke.”
Bound & Lettered b Winter 2019
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A Beastly Alphabet
by Tiziana Gironi

E is Elefante. Tiziana Gironi. Gouache, ink, and ox gall, with nibs and marten-hair brushes, and gold leaf, on a very old Fabriano paper yellowed by time.
Approximately 7.5 x 7.5 cm. This is one of the 26 letter-animal works in her book Alfabeto Bestiale. The book’s cover is shown on page 2.

When looking at an illuminated manuscript, I am always
struck by the contrast between the strict precision of the
calligraphy and the complete freedom of the drawn letters.
And yet, these disparate elements complement each other
harmoniously, producing a wonderful and unique union
that is distinctive of the medieval and Renaissance illuminated manuscripts.
The idea for my beastly alphabet came to me while I was
working on Lombardic capitals, the eccentric, soft and
round initial letters set into the text in medieval manuscripts,
whose basic forms can be richly ornamented, limited only
by the fancy and imagination of the miniaturist. These
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capital letters can be formed by flowers and leaves, or they
can be inhabited by the plant elements or by characters:
animals or human figures. The free spaces of the capitals
can be used to draw scenes that tell a tale; the letter simply
frames the story. Or the spaces can be filigree, filled with
stylized drawings made with nibs.
To explore the versatility of these kinds of illustrative
capitals, I drew a zoomorphic letter, an E that becomes an
elephant. I did another and continued gradually with all the
other letters, completing the alphabet. I titled my collection
Alfabeto Bestiale (Beastly Alphabet). The alphabet is mostly
made up of large mammals. The animals pictured within the

Opposite: Psalm 20. From Psautier Enluminé de Ligugé (The Illuminated
Psalter of Ligugé), hand-lettered and illuminated by Jane Sullivan. The
lettering and illumination on this page are from the title page of the book.
All artwork in this article is by Jane and is from that Psalter.

The Illuminated Psalter of Ligugé
by
Five years ago, I was living in the charming town of Saintes,
in the southwest of France. I had opened a little shop selling
calligraphy supplies and books on the lettering arts. I also
had a comfortable space to give classes and workshops, and
the walls served as my own miniature art gallery. I called
the shop CalligraFée, a blend of the French words calligraphie (calligraphy) and fée (fairy) – I’m also a fantasy artist.
Having my own calligraphy boutique was really a delightful
achievement for me, and I just loved it. However, life sometimes has surprises up its sleeve!
In the summer of 2014, I went on retreat for a few days
to the Abbey of Saint Martin in Ligugé, near the town of
Poitiers. This is one of the oldest abbeys in Europe, founded
by Saint Martin in the fourth century. Not much of the
original foundation remains, but it’s filled with a rich energy
and is home to a small but vibrant community of monks.
I had taken a commission with me to work on there: an
illuminated Celtic-cross carpet page, and one day, while
I was painting in the guests’ common room, one of the
monks came by to chat with me.
He was fascinated by my work, and we got to talking about
calligraphy and the medieval scribe’s vocation of copying
sacred texts – and how it could be a form of contemplation

and meditation. We spoke in French, and the conversation
went something like this:
I casually remarked, “Oh, you know, it’s always been my
dream to write out the entire Book of Psalms. I would love
to do a calligraphic and illuminated version of that sacred
text: to bring the Psalms to life in colorful decoration and
beautiful script, as in the Middle Ages, but also to do it as a
part of my own spiritual path, to write slowly and attentively
those ancient songs and prayers that I so love.”
“Well,” he said, “here’s a chance! We’ve done our own
translation of the Psalms – twelve years of erudite research
and linguistic work to make a new and beautiful version.
Why don’t you come to live here in Ligugé and write our
Book of Psalms in French?”
I looked at him aghast: “I can’t do that! I can’t just leave
my life, my business, my friends in Saintes and come here
to work with no pay – it would take years!”
“Ah, of course,” the monk nodded, with an understanding
smile.
But, naturally, the thought had been planted in my mind,
and it wouldn’t go away. Four months later I had my
closing-down sale and said au revoir to all my friends and
students in Saintes, and I rented a little house beside the
Bound & Lettered b Winter 2019
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How to Make
a Felt Box
for a Book
by Elizabeth McKee

My first felt box was designed for a book
called Wild Geese that I had made with the help
of some calligrapher friends. Since one collaborator had sewed in small quilt blocks and
another had added a line of running stitches
to the book, I decided a felt box would be
a more suitable enclosure than a traditional
clamshell box. So I created one.
Later, this structure also seemed
appropriate for another collaborative
book project done with three non-bookartist friends who wanted boxes for their
finished books. Two of us made four felt book
boxes, and after showing them to other book artists,
I started to get requests for directions. The instruction that
follows is the result of much encouragement and assistance
– thank you to all who helped to produce it.
There is a diagram for the felt pieces on the web at
www.johnnealbooks.com/felt-book-box, where you can
also print out an actual-size pattern for a book that measures
5.5" x 3.5" x .5". Dimensions are w x h x d throughout. I have
used the pattern for a pocket-size, hardcover, Moleskine Classic
notebook. Except where noted, photos are by Neill McKee.
Cloth Markers
Quilters Select
ruler

• A book or something else you would like to make a box for.
• Felt. A piece of 3mm thick felt that can wrap around your
book at least one-and-a-half times with a generous overhang for the end and side pieces. 3mm is approximately ⅛".
You can use wool or synthetic felt; the examples in these
directions are made with 3mm synthetic felt. See page 31
for more information on felt.
• Omnigrid Ruler longer than the longest part of your book
and at least 3" wide. The Quilters Select Ruler is similar and
has a non-slip backing that really works.
• Scissors

Book
Thread
Tailor’s
chalk
Needle

Binder
clips

Tools and Materials

Omnigrid
ruler
Decorative
thread & needle

Scissors
Piece of 3mm felt

• Fabric marker: disappearing ink marker; mechanical pencil with white, water-soluble lead; or fabric chalk.
• Thread. Regular sewing or embroidery thread the color of
your felt for sewing the bottom and sides. If you are using
synthetic felt, then polyester or polyester-wrapped thread
would be best (that thread would also be fine for wool felt).
• Thread of a contrasting color for the decorative stitching
(if desired).
• Needles that fit your chosen threads.
• Binder clips (2)
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Filigree with Letter E. Benoit Furet. 2019. Conté Atome 1423 nib, Payne’s Gray and Prussian Blue watercolors, 23k gold leaf, on watercolor paper. The E is
approximately 3mm tall. Shown in progress; see page 38 for the complete process. All filigree artworks in this article are by Benoit Furet, using the Conté
Atome 1423 nib.

BENOIT FURET
My introduction to calligraphy came in a roundabout
fashion. I am from Brittany, which is the most westerly
region of France and a Celtic area (similar to Ireland,
Scotland, Wales, and Cornwall). As a Breton, I had
always wanted to learn to draw Celtic knots, as they are a
part of my cultural heritage. In 1993, I had the opportunity to attend a workshop that focused on Insular script
and decorative elements. At that point, I didn’t know
anything about calligraphy. During most of that week,
I was given a pen and the task of making only letters. It
was during the last two days that the subject matter that I
was most intrigued about, Celtic knots, was actually covered. What a revelation it was: I left there with a passion
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for historical writing systems and manuscripts, a good
understanding of Celtic knot techniques, and a terribly
sore back from having worked on low tables.
So my first calligraphic hand was Half-Uncials (not the
easiest hand to start with). Then I turned more towards
the standard curriculum: Uncial, Carolingian, Chancellery (Chancery) Italic, Gothic, and so on. I’ve studied
almost exclusively with Amanda and Keith Adams – they
taught me most everything I know. Through them, I
learned to step back from my work and to not follow
contemporary interpretations or models but to instead
always refer to the original manuscript. They were both
excellent and demanding instructors who wished to

NEW PRODUCTS
AB Calligraphy Rulers (for Script).
These small lining tools are used to draw
guidelines and slant lines in conjunction
with a T-square (set square). They function similar to the Ames Lettering Guide,
but these rulers are easier to use. They
have set holes for the baseline, x-height
line, and ascenders & descenders. They
also allow you to vary the ascender and
descender heights. The guideline holes
are small and precise; you will need to
use a regular pencil sharpened to a long,
sharp point (use a long-point pencil
sharpener) or a mechanical pencil, .5mm
or finer lead.
The Engrosser (Copperplate) version
of this tool produces guidelines with
x-heights of 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 mm, and slant
lines of 55 degrees. The Spencerian version produces guidelines with x-heights
of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 mm and 52-degree
slant angle.
These handy (and brand new) lining
guides have been developed by calligraphers Aquino da Silva and Belinda Chim.
LetterInk
Envelope
Addressing
Guide.
It is not that
difficult to
cut individual envelope
addressing
templates
for the various envelope
sizes, but this new, pre-cut, acrylic guide allows you to
easily create pencil guidelines on A2, A6, A7, A9, or square
envelopes. In one placement, you can draw up to five sets
of evenly spaced guidelines (5mm x-height, 2:1:2 ratio).
Then, you rotate the guide and align the 55-degree mark
to draw the slant lines. The small holes are used to create
the 1:1:1 ratio; mark the holes with your pencil and use the
top of the guide to connect them. Since it is made of acrylic,
this guide is more durable than studio-made templates of
cardstock. And the acrylic has a light frosting, so you don’t
have to worry about glare. The guide’s overall dimensions
are 4.5"x 6.5".
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New Fox & Quills Inks.
This brand of ink, crafted in tiny batches, was
introduced in B&L issue 16.3 with four iron gall
inks that have added pigments. The people behind
ELEPHANT
the wonderful Fox & Quills label make other inks
GRAY
as well, including these four.
Elephant. This iron gall ink variation comes off
the nib as a very light gray, but darkens as it dries to
a warm, medium-gray – or sometimes darker on
BALI-HAI
absorbent cotton papers. (Compared to other iron BLUE-GREEN
gall inks, the pH level of Fox & Quills iron gall
inks is less acidic, making them more nib-friendly.)
Bali-Hai Blue-Green, Emerald Green, and Purple
Rain. These inks are dye-based inks with added
EMERALD
GREEN
pigment, and they contain a healthy amount of
gum arabic. When dry, they have crisp edges and
a slight sheen that evokes a lovely, still-wet look.
All three can be used as regular transparent
PURPLE
watercolor; the density/opacity of the color will
RAIN
vary depending on the amount of ink applied onto
the paper. As with all transparent inks, the paper and the tool
used (broad nib, pointed pen, or brush) will yield different
results. Be sure to shake well before every use; this distributes
the pigment and brings out the truest color in each bottle.

Ebonite Penholder. This new holder for dip-pen nibs has
a marble-patterned, ebonite staff and has a rust-free, stainless steel gripping mechanism of the standard design (ring
with four prongs). The finger grip area has a slight taper.
The holder is a bit heavier than most, but nicely balanced.
The staff, with its lacquer-like finish, is polished ebonite.
Ebonite dates back to the early 1800s and was widely used
in every aspect of life before the invention of
plastic. It is still used in premium fountain
pens and musical instruments.

Actual size.

NEW NIBS
Relaxed

Samples of three new nibs were sent to calligraphers and pointed-pen people. Here are some
of the comments from the testers.
Mitchell #0268
Music Writing Nib (3 tine)

Pressure

Mitchell #0268 nib, shown much enlarged.

Small Ben Shahn letters
by Carol DuBosch.

Carol DuBosch: I’m currently
very interested in Ben Shahn’s
unique style of lettering and
was astonished to find that with
this nib, I can make every single
letter at a small size – directly
– using pressure. This nib can
make fine strokes and very wide
shades; there is no other tool in
my studio that can make Ben
Shahn letters at this size without
drawing them. I will recommend

Mitchell #0268 nib, shown actual size.

this nib for my students when
teaching this letterform. This is a
unique nib that can really handle
pressure. The nib could also work
for very large pointed pen writing.
Heather Held: I enjoyed working
with it, and it has a lot of potential. It is a little bit large for me,
but it could be a lot of fun to work
with. It has great flexibility.

Pointed pen script
is by Suzanne
Cunningham.

Nib shown
actual size.

Perry & Co.
Viaduct 120EF Nib.
Suzanne Cunningham: I really liked this nib. It was very easy to
write with and made nice hairlines. The nib was great with Moon
Palace Sumi, and it fit perfectly in my favorite holder, which is
fitted/adjusted for a Hunt 101. The swells were plenty wide enough,
but not as thick as with the Hunt 101.
Katie Johnson: I love the responsiveness of this nib. Its beautiful
sharp point, combined with its medium flex, allows for larger

Hink & Wells
2067EF Nib.
Carol DuBosch: Wow! This is an amazing pointed nib. It has a
large ink capacity. It is strong, but flexible, with an incredibly
smooth tip. I could write pointed pen scripts fairly large with it.
Heather Held: I liked that it was stiffer than the Brause 66EF. It
produced lovely hairlines and shaded strokes on Diploma Parchment. It wasn’t scratchy; I enjoyed testing it.
Suzanne Cunningham: I liked this nib a lot. It has a fairly medium
flex and was very easy to control. It was a little more difficult to
get a fine hairline than with the Perry & Co. Viaduct. I also tested
Finetec Arabic Gold with this nib – it would not be my first choice

lettering and thin hairlines. Its stiffness limits the boldness of the
downstrokes compared to the Hiro Crown, but this Perry & Co.
nib produces finer hairlines.
Eric Smith: It has an exceptionally fine tip that allows for precise
line placement and exquisite hairlines. I see this nib in my daily
use – I can get more precise lines than I can with a Pigma Micron
.005 pen. Ink adheres very well, and the nib prepped really fast.
Heather Held: I did not like the nib. I found it scratchy to work
with, but I have not really liked any nibs of this shape.
Carol DuBosch: Too scratchy and stiff for me.

Nib shown
actual size.

for metallic ink. Gold hairlines show up so much better with a
Gillott 404 than with the Hink & Wells and the Perry Viaduct
nibs.
Eric Smith: Overall, a pretty good nib! Line work was not as precise as with the Perry & Co. Viaduct and was a bit thicker than a
Micron .005 pen. The nib preps really fast and holds ink well, yet
is a bit harder to clean with its closely curved shape.
Katie Johnson: This nib created beautiful, controlled upstrokes and
downstrokes, gliding across the paper with ease. It has the right
amount of stiffness for my heavy hand
Bound & Lettered b Winter 2019
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